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This invention relates to sliding «drawer assemblies». It 
pertains particularly to assemblies lincluding a plastic 
drawer intended for' use in kitchen cabinet -and like in 
stallations. 

This application is a continuation in part of the appli 
cation of J. Charles Preble, Serial No. 690,004, tiled Oc 
tober 14, 1957, for Drawer Assembly. 

While drawers made of plastic have many advantages 
which make them well suited for kitchen cabinet use, 
their application is attended by the disadvantage that they 
tend to break at the points of attachment to the» various 
components of the drawer assembly. Also, -it- is diñieult 
to integrate them into the assemblies conventionally em 
ployed in cabinet construction. 

Accordingly the general object of the present invention 
is to provide a drawer assembly which may include a plas 
tic drawer durably secured to the other components of 
the assembly. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a= drawer 
assembly which is rigid and strong even though it includes 
a plastic 4drawer of a `flexible and somewhat f?ang-ible 
character. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a 
drawer assembly which lits snugly into- the drawer open> 
ing, yet operates easily without chatter. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a drawer` 
assembly which is provided with front and rear stopsl 
which limit the drawer travel and absorb the shock of 
opening and closing the drawer. 

It is another object of this inventionv to provide a drawer 
assembly which is easily installed, and easily removed for 
cleaning. 

It is another object of this invention'V to providel a drawer 
assembly which is versatile in' that it may> be ̀ installed in 
either standard or non-standard drawer openingsÍ of di' 
verse depths and widths. 
The manner in which the foregoing and other objects' of 

this invention are accomplished will be‘ apparent from the 
accompanying` speciiication and claims considered together 
with the drawings, whereinl like" numerals of reference‘in‘ 
dicate like parts andV wherein: ' 

FIG. 1 is a plan view of the herein described sliding 
drawer assembly; 

lèIG. 2 is a sectional view, taken along line .2J-L2 of 
Fl . l; 

FIGS. 3 and 4 lare detail sectional views taken along 
lines 3-3 and 4-4 of FIG. l1 respectively; 

FIG. 5 is a detail sectional view taken along line 5--5 
of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 6 is a fragmentary sectional view similar to FIG. 

5 but illustrating the application of the invention to as 
semblies including a wooden drawer; and 
FIG. 7 is va plan view illustrating the manner in which 

the presently described drawer assembly may be used in 
drawer openings of non-standard width. 

1n the drawings, the numeral 10 indicates a drawer, 
preferably one -made of molded plastic. The two longi 
tudinal edges of the drawer are formed with integral, out 
wardly extending flanges 12, 14. The front wall is for-med 
with a similar flange 16 and the rear wall with a flange 18. 
It is preferred to form these ilanges as a continuous flange 
member extending outwardly .ffrom the entire periphery of 
the drawer in the manner illustrated. 
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A face panelv 20 made from wood or other suitable 

material is dimensioned to overlie the front of the drawer. 
It may .be of either the ilush type or lip type, and is` 
formed with a groove extending longitudinally along the 
upper part of its inner face. This groove is designed to 
receive llange 16. ` 

'The drawer assembly -further includes a pair of slide 
members 22 of substantially identical construction and 
mounted one on each side of the drawer. In theillus 
trated forniV of the invention, each slide member comprises 
an elongated, reversely ‘bentk strip of metal dimensionedto 
receive and to be crimped'over the side ñanges of the 
drawer in the manner indicated particularly in FIG.Y 5`.~ 
This affords 'a means for holdingthe slide member securely 
ink place without the necessity of drilling or otherwise 
mutilating the flange of the» drawer which, if the drawer 
be made of plastic, might be easily damagedy by suchV a.' 
procedure. 
As isI shownparticularly in FîG'. 3, the slide members 

are formed with integral downwardly bent tabs 24~whích 
may be attached by screws or other sui-table means to theA 
inside face ofk `face panel 20. ` 
To assist in controlling the travel of the drawer in and 

out of the drawer opening, a block 2-6 of plastic or other 
suitable material is secured tothe inner end of each of the» 
slide members. The block preferably is «formed» with a 
slot dimensionedto receive the overlying, registeringedges; 
of the slide member and drawer in the manner illustratedx 
in FIG. 4. Each block is `formed Iwith a projection «28" 
adapted to be` inserted in a corresponding opening in the 
upper surface of slide» member Z2, thereby securing the` 
block in place. Also, each ‘block is formed with aY beveled' 
surface 30'l to assist in» introducing the drawer into the 
drawer opening. y Y 

Cooperating with slide members 22 are a pair of guide 
members or tracks 32.- Each of these may be formed- in 
three longitudinal sections: aceiling section ̀ 34, a side 
wall section 36, and a iioor section 3:8. A forward einen#Y 
sion 40 and a rearward extension'42. ar'e- perforatedandÍ 
alîord means of añixing the' guide members to cabinet or 
frame members 44 (FIG. l). Itis to be noted that the 
rearward extension 4Zl is of» substantial length »so thatl it' 
may be bent at right angles as shown in the latter ligure'.v 
This makes possible adjusting the overall lenïgthl of the" 
guide by bending it at the appropriate place. It also 
makes possible fastening the guide securely sincev it may' 
be attached to both the side frame member andltlie rear 
frame member which deñne the drawer opening. 

Means-are provided in the guide members for 
the rdrawer travel both inwardly and outwardly. _ To~ 

end »there is provided a pocket 48 (FIG. 2') having’ a> Wall' 50. This pocket is dimensioned to'rec‘eivel block 
which ablrt‘s` againstV back wall‘ 50 when the drawer" is' l 
closed. 

It is to be noted that in the closed position'íace panel 
20 remains spaced slightly from the f-rame containing the 
drawer. As a consequence, block 26 absorbs the shock of 
closing and prevents the inertia of the drawer and its con 
tents from tearing the drawer loose from the face panel. 
The guide members also are provided with a second 

pocket 52 which, like pocket 48 is designed to accom 
modate block 26. A projection lS4 is formed in the ceiling 
of the guide member directly above the pocket. This 
serves as an abutment or stop which engages the block 
during outward travel of the drawer, limiting its exten~ 
sion. Still, the drawer may be easily Iinserted and removed 
from the opening by tilting it at an angle at which block _ 
26 traverses pocket 52 and then is elevated to a plane at 
which, on reverse motion, it will engage projection 54. 
An ̀angular pad 56 is mounted in the floor of guideway 

32 near the outer end thereof. It engages the underside 
of slide 22 and maintains the slide level when it is in its 
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operative position. A knob 58 is provided on the face 
panel for the usual purpose. 
The presently described assembly is adaptable for use 

not only with plastic drawers in the manner described 
above but also with the conventional wooden drawers. 
The manner in which this may be accomplished is lillus 
trated in FIG. 6. 

In accordance with this embodiment the wooden drawer 
60 carries a longitudinal ñange 62 which is analogous in 
function to the integral side flanges 1'2, 14 of the plastic 
drawer. Thus this flange mounts slide 22 which is in slid~ 
ing engagement with pad 56 in guides 32. 

Still further, the presently described assembly is adapt 
able for use in drawer openings of non-standard width. 
This feature of the invention is illustrated in FIG. 7. 
In this embodiment guide members 64, which correspond 

in function to guide member 32 described above, are pro 
vided with forward and rearward extensions 66, 68, re 
spectively. These may be bent as required to space the 
guide member inwardly from the frame member 44 to the 
extent required to locate the drawer properly. 
Thus it will be apparent that by the present invention 

we have provided a drawer assembly which is particularly 
adaptable for use with plastic drawers, being designed to 
mount them in such a manner that they are not damaged 
during installation and use. Furthermore, the extent of 
drawer travel is limited to a practical working range with~ 
out detracting from the ease with which 4the drawer may 
be inserted into and removed from the drawer opening, as 
required for installation and cleaning. Furthermore, the 
assembly accommodates drawers of non-standard size and 
makes possible their operation easily and without chatter. 

It is to be understood that the form of our invention 
herewith shown and described, is to `be taken as a pre 
ferred example of the same, and that various changes in 
the shape, size and arrangement of parts may be resorted 
to, without departing from the spirit of our invention or 
the scope of the subjoined claims. ' 
Having thus described our invention we claim: 
l. A drawer assembly comprising -a drawer, a face 

panel, a pair of elongated slides aiiixed to the lateral sides 
of the drawer, a pair of elongated guides dimensioned to 
receive the slides, and means for aflìxing the guides in‘ 
spaced apart relation to a stationary support on which the 
drawer assembly is to be mounted, at least one of the 
guides including integral ceiling, side wall and ñoor seg 
ments, the ñoor segment being formed with spaced central 
and rearward pockets, the rearward pocket terminating in 
a vertical abutment, the ceiling being formed with an in 
tegral abutment positioned above the central pocket, and 
the associated slide mounting a block dimensioned for re 
ception in the central pocket and positioned for engage 
ment with the abutment above the central pocket upon 
sliding movement of the drawer to its open position, said 
block being engageable with the rearward pocket vertical 
abutment in its closed position, the forward'length of the 
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guide to said vertical abutment being less than the length 
of the drawer for limiting inward travel of the drawer to 
prevent abutment of the face panel. 

2. A drawer assembly comprising a frangible drawer 
portion depending from an upper, outwardly projecting 
fñange extending longitudinally along each side, a pair of 
elongated rigid slides, gripping means for atiîxing the slides 
one to each of the longitudinal flanges, a rigid face panel, 

i means for atlixing the forward ends of the slides to the 
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face panel to ̀ form a rigid drawer supporting frame, a pair 
of elongated guides, at least one of the guides having a 
rearward pocket terminating in a Vertical abutment and 
the associated slide mounting a block, said block being en 
gageable with the rearward pocket vertical abutment in its 
closed position, the forward length of the guide to said 
vertical abutment being less than the length of the drawer 
for limiting inward travel of the drawer to prevent abut~ 
ment of the face panel. 

3. A drawer assembly comprising a frangible drawer 
portion depending from an upper, outwardly projecting 
flange extending longitudinally along each side, a pair of 
elongated rigid slides, gripping means for aiîixing the slides 
one to each of the longitudinal flanges, a rigid face panel, 
means for aflixing the forward ends of the slides to the 
face panel to form a rigid drawer supporting frame, a pair 
of elongated guides dimensioned to receive the slides, at 
least one of the guides including integral ceiling, side wall 
and floor segments, the ñoor segment being formed with 
spaced central and rearward pockets, the rearward pocket 
terminating in a vertical abutment, the ceiling being 
formed with an integral abutment positioned above the 
central pocket, and the associated slide mounting a block 
dimensioned for reception in the central pocket and posi 

y tioned for engagement with the abutment above the cen 
tral pocket upon sliding movement of the drawer to its 
open position, said »block being engageable with the rear 
ward pocket vertical abutment in its closed position, the 
forward length of the guide to said vertical abutment being 
less than the length of the drawer for limiting inv/ard 
travel of the drawer to prevent abutment of the face panel. 
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